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iPlanner Pro for Outlook and Microsoft Planner

iPlanner Pro - Extending the value of Office 365 Planner empowering people
to achieve even more. A very simple Outlook Add-in with an extreme high
value to users around the world. Using Microsoft Graph iPlanner Pro brings the
Planner to Outlook. Simple and Powerful. iPlanner Pro is whitelisted IOS Addins and is available from a client or IOS device. iPlanner Pro enhance business
value through organizational and individual productivity simply because it
becomes easy to use Microsoft Planner and Planner from Teams. iPlanner Pro
extend the Office experience by providing contextual functionality that users
can access their tasks within Outlook. Getting many of our tasks from mails the
sender expect the problem to be solved immediately. IPlanner Pro enables you
to create the task at any time on any device from Outlook. Assign it and solve it
all directly from Outlook.
iPlanner Pro simply makes it easy to use Planner from Teams or Planner
increasing adoption in the organization.
VIDEO GUIDES
iPlanner YouTube playlist includes, deployment and users guides

Two-time Award Winner iPlanner Pro for Outlook and Microsoft Planner

“Congratulations to iGlobe. By extending the value of Office 365
Planner, iPlanner Pro enhances business value through
organizational and individual productivity. “ Mike Ammerlaan,
Director, Product Marketing Ecosystem, Microsoft.

iPlanner Pro has won 2 Microsoft Awards.
• Ignite Conference 2019, Microsoft presented iGlobe with
Office 365 APP Awards: 1st place for Best Integration

• Ignite Conference 2018, Microsoft presented iGlobe with
Office 365 APP Awards: 3rd Place Most Business Value

iPlanner Pro for Outlook and Microsoft Planner

Using the Online Planner is complicated

Challenges
• Many tasks are initiated from mails we
receive. Creating a Planner tasks from an
email is just so complicated
• We often need to attached file we receive by
mail to tasks. Both new and existing tasks
that we work on
• Having many tool for tasks management
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Hill Association
Increasing productivity from Outlook
We have been using iPlanner Pro for the past year and are
very pleased with this app. We like using it from Outlook
and are using it daily. The ability to easily customize each
task, adding team members and attaching documents works
perfectly for my business which is project driven. We do a lot
work on projects with long lead times that involve multiple
people within our organization. I would recommend using
this app!
—Larry Hill, CEO, Hill Association
Great Add-on!!! With this app, all my team saves a lot of time
creating tasks based on email content. Any issues send by email from
my clients, it can be converted in an iplanner task with a few clicks.
Congrats!
- Jose Nuno Braga

Great!! The best in productivity for Outlook. It is definitely the best
application that exists for outlook of everything I've tried. It is simple, fast
and clear. You can add new tasks in real time and edit the fields from
outlook with the information of your groups because it is connected. The
option to add email attachments is fantastic.
- Carlos Cuesta

iPlanner Pro is a very interesting app, that helps you initiate tasks in
Microsoft planner directly through Outlook app. This is very useful and
handy for those of us who like to assign and follow tasks directly through the
mail.
- Zvezdan Ilic
Great ! The program works great, especially if you want to have your mail
and Planner in one place. Very quickly connects with your plans. Adding
more tasks is not a problem. I highly recommend it.
- Oliwier Brewko

Use daily for O365 BI and ISO. We are using O365 and all its' goodies like
SharePoint; Teams; OneNote; Planner and of course Outlook. No need to flag
emails or create tasks with this brilliant add on from emails to Planner excellent tool in our ISO mapping! Highly recommended!
- Susanne Shi - Business Intelligence Officer

Stay safe online with iPlanner Pro Outlook Add-in
SECURITY MATTERS TO IGLOBE. YOU ARE SAFE WITH iPlanner Pro

Microsoft 365 App Certification Program
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